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CAUGHT IN CRIMSON is the sequel to the  Bestseller BOUND IN BLUE:What if you were the

monster of your own story? Armed with Excalibur, Rhi must learn to control both her ability to see

magic as color, and her hunger to possess it, but an ancient artifact of the earth magic keeps calling

to her with a fire she may not be able to resist, even if it changes her into something she doesn't

recognize, even if it destroys her. Only Guinevere or Merlin can help her, and Rhi must decide

whether her loyalties lie with humanity, or with the beings of the Grey Lands, her true home. The

choices bound in magic are never black and white.
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Wow! The story continues! You must read Bound in Blue first because there is too much back story

that you'll miss if you don't. I love books that blend mythology and legend in a fresh new way, and

Heather Hamilton-Senter does this very well. I don't want to put any spoilers out so let's just say

King Arthur is both more and less than you think. The main character Rhi is complicated - she is

also both flawed and heroic, and I found myself very drawn to her.Now I just have to wait for book



3....... and hopefully many more books in the future from Heather.

Like the power if fire described in the book, I too devoured chapter after chapter. I eagerly await the

next book. The small sniper we were given at the end for the next book has me wishing I found this

series after it was completed. Another great fantasy novel of the struggle to understand ones self

while growing and changing with life's curve balls.

I found this book exciting, I was constantly trying to figure out who would betray whom. My mind

wound not allow me to stop thinking about this book even when I had to put it down. I hate when

reviews give away the story but I will say, I was very upset at the end. The direction the Author took

with the story disappointed me and kept me from giving it 5 stars. I understand that good doesn't

always win but some bonds should not be broken! I will get the next book in the series because the

Author has made me need to know how it ends!

I loved Bound in Blue. Not really sure what happened with this one. She became so whiny and

annoying. The lack of partnership between anyone was rather annoying as well. It was like no one

was a good guy. I wasn't rooting for anyone because they all needed to get their act together. I will

be reading the next one because Bound in Blue was so good and I'm hoping Caught in Crimson

was just a filler and the next book will have more substance.

Rhi is trying to deal with all that has become her reality. Not feeling as if she can trust and depend

on anyone other than Peter and not even he would understand all she's dealing with. She continues

to struggle with he powers, much is lost in this installment and not much gained, except desperation.

What is to become of Rhi, Daley, Peter, and the others...Will Merlin's schemes win?

I absolutely love this series and had been on edge waiting for this book to come out. If you haven't

read the first book, Bound in Blue, then I suggest you do before you read this one. This book caught

me in the beginning like the first. Once you start, the characters are easy to get attached to and the

story line is great. I love the magick and mythology in each book. I so can't wait for the third

installment of Rhi's story and to find out what happens with her and the other characters! Awesome

as always Heather Hamilton-Senter! Will be on edge again waiting to see where this series

continues!



What a great second book! Rhi stuck in an impossible place, struggling with good and evil while

being stuck between the two. Some of the characters in this book are so set in thier ways very black

and white while Rhi is living in that grey in between. She has been givin some hard shouted and is

back into a corner. This book gave some great insight into the type of world Rhi is living in and I am

really enjoying the world building the author had been doing. I can't wait to see who ends up being

the earth "king" or "queen at then end!

Rhi, Peter, Arther, Tynan and Daley. Who is loyal to whom is a major question. The writing is still a

little complex to understand, but the storyline is interesting. Characters come and go, some more

frequently than others. Rhi is an enigma into herself.I have finished book two and am anxiously

awaiting book three. I'm hoping my understanding does it justice. I really want to see where this girl

can go. Her power appears to be more complicated with each turning of a page.
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